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FOREWORD
Building the fabric of cities requires substantial resources of land, labour and capital. Where
large sites and intricate multi-activity complexes are involved, it also demands considerable
organisational capacity, sustained over long periods of time. Who gets involved in this work
has varied significantly in the 20th Century, with changing balances between public and
private initiative. In the UK in the later 20th Century, the emphasis has increasingly been on
encouraging the private sector – the property development ‘industry’, to take the lead. But
the public sector has always been an important presence, not only as a ‘regulator’, but also in
providing incentive funding and the power of compulsory land acquisition. As even smaller
development projects need a few years from initiation to completion, their management often
has to survive the ups and downs of political priorities and attitudes, and swings in economic
fortunes.
In a place like Newcastle in the later 20th Century, the impact of these swings can be
particularly problematic, as the region’s economic base remains vulnerable. In such conditions,
sustaining private sector investment in property development activity and maintaining active
property markets is never easy, except at peak times in property booms. For this reason,
it is very important that those involved in such activity in both public sector and private
sector agencies have a shrewd understanding of the dynamics of property development and
investment, as well as the ways that different kinds of public development incentives can work
under different conditions.
Eric Morgan’s ‘biography’ of development schemes over the past thirty years or so makes a
fascinating contribution to enhancing this understanding. It is written by someone who has
been an ‘insider’ in these dynamics, working in particular in the commercial sector, advising
both public and private sector clients. I cannot think of any similar account by such an actor
in the property development business for any other city. More usually, such accounts, where
they exist at all, are written by academic social scientists or historians. So this account is to be
welcomed as a contribution to both the history of the building of a particular city, and to the
range of perspectives from which to understand property development processes.
I should also like to put on record my own appreciation of Eric’s contribution. I arrived in
the Newcastle area twenty years ago, as a planning academic, struggling to understand the
property development industry. I too became involved in some of the initiatives which Eric
describes. But throughout this time, I have valued his perspective, discussion and insight into
the unfolding development scene. He has become one of the few commercial sector property
consultants to contribute to an academic book, and has also been a much-valued lecturer on
Masters courses in Newcastle University. I recommend all those in the planning and property
4

sector, and especially those who want to know more about how the fabric of a city gets
produced, to read his account.
Patsy Healey
Professor Emeritus
School of Architecture Planning and Landscape
Newcastle University
February 2009.
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INTRODUCTION – THE REGENERATION OF
NEWCASTLE GATESHEAD QUAYS
The regeneration of Newcastle Gateshead Quays is the result of a long and complicated series
of events over many decades during which time there were many changes in approach. These
changes have followed different aspects in our economic, political and social history.
The regeneration of the Newcastle Quayside was first proposed in the 1963 Newcastle
Development Plan although it was recognized as going into decline in the 1920’s. The
Gateshead side of the river was hardly considered part of the regeneration until around 1995.
Even now after more than 45 years, there is still much to be done notwithstanding the major
successes.
Many previous visions and ideas from both public and private organizations have fallen by the
wayside. Some developers and owners have seen vast profits but others have failed. Reputations
have been made and lost. But undoubtedly, the major winner has been the North East as a
whole.
A few well known people in charge of the Tyne and Wear Development Corporation (formed
in 1987 to regenerate the Newcastle bank of the Tyne together with other areas of Tyne and
Wear), the local authorities, property developers and architectural practices are often linked
to the success story but there were many more people and significant external factors that
influenced the current built environment.
These included individuals who were influential in the local community, large north east
based companies but also major global organizations controlled from other countries. Finance
was made available from traditional banking and investment sources but also international
fund managers. Local and national government and the European Union provided finance.
The lottery funds became highly significant. National and local politics and planning regimes
played their usual significant role. Different cultures within all these separate and diverse
organizations and individuals, all with their different agendas, affected attitudes to what was a
national as well as a local market full of both public and private initiatives.
The built environment reflects all the decisions of those that own, invest, develop or use
property within the various systems of control operated by “government”. The current form of
the Quays built environment is the result of the evolution of those decisions over generations.
Changes in what individuals, business and institutions seek from their built environment
particularly over the last 45 years are a key part in the understanding of the “culture”
6

that created the Quays. It is said one cannot understand the built environment without
understanding the culture of the people involved in its creation.
It is indeed each individuals requirements of where and of what type of structure in which
they live, work and play that is the basic ingredient of the built environment. But Richard
Rogers, the international architect, argues that “Form follows profit is the aesthetic principle
of our times”. Therefore it is an understanding of how profit is generated and the markets for
property that is also required to comprehend our built environment.
It is apparent that we need to explore the links between profit and property markets, changes
in vision by public and private sectors and the control by the regulator (the local authorities)
whether by political means or planning policies that occurred over the period of development
of Newcastle and Gateshead Quayside. Changes in lifestyle of the public, globalization and
enlargement of business, the politics of government and a full range of social and economic
issues have all affected the eventual outcome. The economic cycle is shown as a key element
which dictates the pace and nature of the created built environment.
It will also become evident that there was no overall master plan for the regeneration. Instead,
there were a series of individual schemes, only some of which were part of a long term
political/planning vision, that create what is now regarded as a hugely successful regeneration
project.
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1963 to 1980 –
PLANNING A NEW BRASILIA IN NEWCASTLE
The traditional river based business and activity on the Quays originating from the coal, steel,
shipping, and armaments activity from the industrial revolution had mainly disappeared or
moved downstream closer to the mouth of the Tyne. Newcastle upon Tyne was obviously the
dominant city on Tyneside and the North East with an attractive historic core soon to benefit
from the new Eldon Square shopping centre and from being the fulcrum of the new Metro
transport system. By contrast Gateshead town centre had been redeveloped in the sixties with
a brutal concrete shopping centre which was a commercial disaster. It had few buildings of any
merit. Gateshead was quite definitely the struggling town next to the commercial and much
more successful “capital” city of Newcastle.
The new Tyne Bridge opened in 1927 had completed the “bypass” of the Quayside area
which first started when the High Level Bridge designed by Robert Stephenson brought trains
into the Central Station above the Tyne Gorge around 1850. The bridge, brought traffic to
Newcastle city centre missing the Quayside area. This main road, formerly the A1 London to
Edinburgh route, split both the Newcastle and Gateshead Quayside areas from their respective
centres. The Quayside location had lost business and few people lived there. What little
remained was mainly struggling to survive. There was minimal investment in the building
stock which was becoming outdated for modern business. People did not visit an area which
was unattractive and which used to smell as sewage went untreated directly into the river.
The Tyne was one of the most polluted rivers in Britain. The Northumbrian and Tyneside
River Board stated in 1958 that along a 20 mile stretch of river from Wylam in the west to the
mouth of the river some 270 sewers poured 35 million gallons of untreated sewage into the
river in one year. It was a river devoid of life. A massive investment over more than 10 years,
mainly in the seventies, was made to build an interceptor sewer along the banks of the river
which collected that sewage for treatment at the Howden plant further down river. The River
Tyne has since become a fine salmon river.
The problem of decline in the Quayside was first identified in the 1920’s. A leading architect
in Newcastle, Robert Burns Dick (who among other things was the architect working with
engineers on the design of the Tyne Bridge) produced a plan for the future development in
Newcastle in 1924. Among the proposals were 2 new roads leading to the Quayside in order
to improve access. Accessibility was and still is a key ingredient for all users in an area. Without
it areas decline. He was perhaps conscious of the changes in the development of the City that
would result from the new Tyne Bridge. The roads were not built and decline continued.
8

BURNS DICK PLAN of Newcastle upon Tyne showing 2 proposed new roads to
Quayside

The problems of the Quayside were becoming acute in the 1960’s and the regeneration of the
Newcastle Quayside was proposed in the Council’s 1963 development plan. This plan was the
work of Wilfred Burns, Planning Officer for Newcastle City Council and later to become Chief
Planner for Government together with the infamous T Dan Smith the political leader of the
Council. The strap line “Brasilia of the North” was the basic message of the plan. The vision
was for Newcastle to be a modern City with new buildings in the modern style separating traffic
from pedestrians in some cases with buildings built on stilts above roads for vehicles and access.
While there is reference to conservation issues, other issues particularly attracting new business,
traffic and catering for the anticipated growth in use of the motor car together with an expanded
educational quarter were the major features of the plan. The plan enabled the demolition of
most of the Georgian Eldon Square to form the new Eldon Square shopping centre. Also a
particularly noteworthy building, the Royal Arcade and which would possibly be regarded as a
grade 1 listed building if it was still in existence today, was demolished to allow the construction
of a new motorway from the Tyne Bridge through the City to the west of the centre. This new
motorway however created a barrier to access to the Quayside
The plan included a policy for the regeneration of the Quayside although the details did not
emerge until the late 1960’s. The adopted solution was to create a new city centre office scheme
called the All Saints Office Centre, named after the Church that was located in the centre of
the area. The church completed in 1796 is unusual in plan with the body of the church of oval
shape. It is considered one of the finest architectural statements in Newcastle in a dominating
location above the Quayside with a particularly impressive spire. Relatively inaccessible for any
congregation and in the middle of some dereliction, it was deconsecrated in the sixties and
threatened with demolition. The expectation was that the new office users and the activity
created by the All Saints office centre would enable a new use for the church.
9

The first phase of the office scheme was completed in 1971 and comprised 135,000 sq ft
(12,500m2) of offices. The concept behind the scheme was to build from the strength of the
city centre down towards the failing Quayside developing up to 650,000sq ft (60,000m2)
of offices. The majority of the buildings on the proposed site including Exchange Buildings
were to be demolished. The only two buildings which it was planned to retain were to be the
Custom House and what some regard as the jewel in the Quayside crown, Trinity House, a
highly attractive group of buildings including a chapel dating from the 15th century.
ALL SAINTS SCHEME
photograph of model circa
1968. The scheme was
later changed to include
the demolition of Exchange
Buildings adjacent the Tyne
Bridge.

3
6
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1) Tyne Bridge
2) Exchange Buildings
3) All Saints Church
4) The Custom House
5) Trinity House complex
6) Proposed tower block
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Designed in detail by London practice T P Bennett, the architectural consultant to the
All Saints scheme was Sir Basil Spence, a leading practitioner and the architect of the new
Coventry Cathedral and who was also responsible for the design of the recently demolished
Newcastle City Library. All of the buildings were anticipated to be in the same style and
materials (concrete panels) as the first phase. The scheme was promoted by the City Council
and Ravenseft Properties, part of Land Securities, the largest property company in the country.

CUTHBERT HOUSE
This style design was to be
adopted for all 65000 m2 of
office building including the main
frontage to the River Tyne
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The strategy did not work. Two of the three buildings in the first phase of the All Saints
scheme were very adjacent to the approach road to the Tyne Bridge and suffered noise
problems. Pedestrian access was difficult with the route through underground passages
beneath the new motorway. These pedestrian passages suffered from the inevitable graffiti and
developed an “unsafe” reputation. Vehicular access was also less than attractive off a slip road
linking to the Tyne Bridge. There was no radical change in the immediate infrastructure with
access to the Quayside made worse by the barrier of the new motorway.
The first phase of the office scheme, completed in 1971 in what was a very buoyant property
market in the early seventies, eventually found occupiers but it took three to four years. While
the buildings had a good internal layout for modern office use, the external issues of location,
access, noise and image made them a poor second choice for most prospective users. The
developer did not make money. The property boom of the early seventies collapsed in 1975
in the wake of the secondary banking collapse which also led to a stock market crash. Values
of property reduced just as they were to do following later booms in 1981, 1990 and again in
2008. Discussions about a start on the second phase of the scheme were postponed as further
development was simply impossible to contemplate in the then very difficult economic
climate.
Cale Cross House, the 17 storey building at the end of
the Tyne Bridge and with a linked block at Quayside
level, was perhaps 50 % through its construction when
the property market collapse of 1974/5 forced the
scheme to be abandoned. The developer had failed and
the banks were not prepared to lend money to complete
the scheme in what was a “credit crunch” of similar
nature to that of 2008. It stood derelict as a concrete
shell for two to three years before it was eventually
completed in 1979/80 as the market slowly recovered.
CALE CROSS HOUSE
stands above the Quayside

Also prior to the property collapse, a local builder/developer, Stanley Miller, acquired a three
hectare, circa seven acre site containing transit sheds at East Quayside from The Port of Tyne
Authority. Attempts were made over several years to negotiate grants to enable a commercial
redevelopment scheme to start. All were unsuccessful.
The main occupiers in the Quayside area continued to move away. Minimal investment took
place. Decline continued.
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1980 to 1987 – THE CONSERVATION CONCEPT
IN NEWCASTLE
The All Saints/ Ravenseft scheme concept from the late 1960’s had envisaged the demolition
of a number of listed buildings on the Quayside. In the minds of the authorities, conservation
issues were secondary to the main issues of growth in new business and were not considered so
relevant at the time. It was Harold Macmillan the Prime Minister in the early 1960’s who said
of the Euston Arch in London “concern for such relics will sap national vitality”
In the late 1970’s conservation issues had come to the fore. Even if there had been tenant
demand for the scheme, a fundamental redesign would probably have been necessary to
9
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH circa 1982
1) All Saints Office Blocks 2) All Saints Church 3) Cale Cross House 4) Princes Buildings
5) Exchange Buildings 6) site of “Yuill” scheme 7) site for future Crown Courts
8) Procter & Gamble complex 9) former Port of Tyne sheds at East Quayside 10) rope works
11) printing works 12) Baltic
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incorporate conservation requirements. The office market remained dormant following the
secondary banking and property crash that had occurred in 1975. Building costs on what was
a difficult sloping site were much higher than the projected value of the scheme. No more
phases were started and the All Saints scheme was abandoned around 1980. Decline in the
Quayside had continued.
A change in vision was required and this was established on the basis of the conservation of the
historic buildings of the Central Quayside area. Interestingly one of the team at Newcastle City
Council leading the new approach was Les Elton (now Sir Les Elton) who later became Chief
Executive at Gateshead Council responsible for much that was to be built on the Gateshead
side of the river but not until around 2000.
Recognising the need to bring new activity to the location and appreciating the private
sector was unwilling, a key part of the strategy was the decision to promote the building
of new Crown Courts on the Quayside frontage. Extensive lobbying from local politicians
was required before a positive decision from the Court Service and Government was given.
The authorities had to be persuaded a difficult Quayside site was better in the long term
although more expensive in the short term to the easy alternative of building on a site the
Government already owned on the fringe of the City. The date of the foundation stone of the
Court Building is July1988 some eight years after it was seriously proposed. It was completed
in 1990 to designs of local architects Napper Collerton Partnership. The lengthy time for
implementation of the project is indicative of the slow moving process that is a factor in
regeneration areas.
A key point in all regeneration schemes is the position of the public sector itself, not just as
promoter of regeneration but as a user of buildings within the scheme. The public sector is
after all some 40% of the total economy and even more in the North East. Notably Tyne
and Wear County Council on setting up in 1974 opted to establish itself in the leafy suburb
of Jesmond to the north of the city centre rather than the All Saints scheme which may have
assisted in re-vitalizing the Quayside. But the decision to locate the Crown Courts was an
important achievement further helped by an attractive architectural design.
The City Council also tried to encourage residential development notwithstanding there had
been only very limited development for residential purposes in the city centre. A large site of
circa half an hectare (one acre) previously identified as part of the All Saints scheme was offered
to the market around 1980 but there was limited interest from the major national house
builders. Cecil Yuill, the Hartlepool based privately owned development company, eventually
paid a reported nominal sum of £1 for the whole site on which they expected to build around
50 house and flat units. They were also awarded a significant grant to carry out the scheme as
viability studies indicated the scheme would be unprofitable without such assistance.
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YUILL RESIDENTIAL SCHEME of traditional layout but modern design

A mainly low density layout of 2/3 stories, of traditional layout but modern design was
constructed. Sales were slow. The area was not served by schools, shops or other relevant social
and economic infrastructure. Owing to the slowness of the market, the developer failed to
make acceptable profits. The increased building costs on a difficult site resulted in the scheme
never being completed as envisaged in the original plans.
The residential market for Quayside units hardly existed in the early eighties. Home Housing,
a major national housing association but based in Newcastle refurbished an unused office
building called Princes Building in King Street owned by the City Council. Again minimal
consideration was paid for the building. Completed in time for the Tall Ships event in 1986
the flats created sold successfully but they were still surrounded by mainly empty buildings.
The quasi public sector took the risk where the private sector feared to go!
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PRINCES BUILDINGS now converted to residential use. It was proposed to
demolish it for The All Saints scheme in the 70’s. Note the influence of the bridge
and consider whether you would get planning permission today for what is now
the symbol of the North East

Whitbread and Co, the brewery and public house operator, tried to obtain a license for the
ground floor of an empty office block adjacent to the Swing Bridge, the Watergate Building,
which had been designed by the famous Newcastle architect John Dobson. The license was
only forthcoming after a contested court case, it being public policy at the time to prevent the
spread of licensed premises on the Quayside. It remains to be established whether Whitbread’s
offer to gift the upper floors of the building to a housing association for development as flats
impacted on the license application. The flat scheme proceeded with Home Housing again
agreeing a nominal price for the upper floors. It is also appropriate to record that it was the
locally based organization, Home Housing, which was showing their tangible support of the
regeneration plans of the Local Authority. National organizations were hardly interested.
15

WATERGATE BUILDINGS to the rear of the GUILDHALL
Note the river walkway

Planning policies at the time were to revive the heart of the Quayside. Many of the buildings
were listed. It was a policy based on a desire to conserve the historic core. The main use within
the old buildings was offices. But office users had moved away as the buildings failed to
provide a modern environment both internally and externally. With little to attract new users,
no significant investment took place. The residential market, notwithstanding some success
from Home Housing, still struggled in this location from a private purchaser perspective.
The scheme vision was out of step with the market and minimal private sector interest
was shown. The majority of schemes eventually completed were carried out on land or in
buildings owned by the public sector. They had been prepared to dispose of the land at
nominal prices. Other than the two Home Housing schemes the remaining listed buildings
received limited investment. Grants from the public sector had been made available to
prospective developers but with limited demand there was minimal interest.
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Few private sector transactions and investment in property were completed. It is one of those
unfortunate realities for a regeneration authority that the private sector does not normally sell
at the low figures then available in difficult markets unless it is forced. When regeneration
is simply a proposal, the private owner in addition to being uncertain as what lies ahead,
believes values are likely to improve in the future. Indeed that is the intent of the regeneration
authority. Owners endeavour to wait until values increase. The private sector owner simply
did not contemplate residential development. Investment for office use was also not viable
owing to a combination of high costs relative to the amount and quality of the potential office
space.
With most property in private ownership and everybody waiting for everyone else to establish
a market, the Local Authority strategy for the Quayside stagnated albeit there had been some
limited improvement. The Crown Courts proposal was still in the design stage but would not
complete until 1990.

THE CROWN COURTS completed in 1990 in the Development Corporation era but
planned during the conservation concept era of the City Council.

The Local Authority could argue that they had limited financial resources to affect the
major change that was obviously required. Certainly the economy in the early eighties was
particularly difficult which made their task even more difficult. Their efforts had however
raised the profile of the area all of which culminated in the Tall Ships event in 1986. This
brought many to the Quayside for the first time and the potential of the area became more
apparent.
17

1987 to 1998 – THE DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION ERA
No doubt because of this stagnation the Quayside area was included within the boundary
of the newly created Tyne and Wear Development Corporation. The setting up of the
Corporation was contentious. The North East Councils were Labour controlled. They
objected to the creation by the Conservative government of Whitehall controlled “quangos”
led by unelected local businessmen. Also, they objected to the loss of planning powers
and indeed the loss of power generally together with the amount of money given to the
Corporation.
It has been suggested that Newcastle City Council’s deliberate approach was to initiate
a long running political fuss about the imposition of this undemocratic body. Jeremy
Beecham, the Labour political leader of the Council, was at the time one of the leading
national representatives of local government. He had the problem arising from this national
role of attacking the Conservative government on the whole concept of Development
Corporations and the lack of local democracy, while pushing the Development Corporation
for the maximum injection of available finance to his local authority area. This was the start
of the inevitable and perhaps unavoidable love hate relationship between the City and the
Development Corporation
A further major “vision” exercise took place, commissioned by national government. This
study was undertaken by consultants Price Waterhouse assisted by engineers Mott Hay and
Anderson, Chartered Surveyors and property consultants Storey Sons and Parker, together
with Brian Clouston and Partners Landscape Architects. Their report highlighted the barriers
to development of the Quayside as being traffic issues and lack of parking, conflict between
conservation and development and land assembly problems.
One of the main policy recommendations of the consultants was that the Development
Corporation should restrict its efforts throughout its total area to only a relatively small
number of “flagship” projects. They wanted the Development Corporation to create pockets
of real success rather than spread the resources too thinly and the effect becomes reduced.
The strategy document dated April 1987 also stated “The East Quayside segment has the
most obvious development potential. Developer interest is strong and several plans have
already been lodged with Newcastle City Council. The consortium believes that the optimum
scheme will be based upon a high quality hotel development probably including a casino and
multiplex cinema. In addition the development should include up to 100 executive housing
18

units around an upgraded Ouseburn and 750 parking spaces.” The development prospectus
said the East Quayside scheme was going to cost £8.7M of public funds and attract £35M of
private investment. It was identified as a flagship project.

EXTRACT FROM REPORT
on formation of Development Corporation

Whilst it was said developer interest was strong perhaps the reality was that developers
anticipated the formation of the Development Corporation. They expected significant public
sector investment and therefore the possibility of future development profits. Showing interest
costs a prospective developer little but is potentially lucrative if it enables the developer to
obtain a place at the negotiation table.
It is interesting to note that the consultants made no mention of office development. Also the
number of residential units suggested is extremely low for a site with an area of over 20 acres
(over 8 ha). No doubt that was the perceived view of the market for that type of property at
the time. Also it was not planning policy to encourage new offices in that location which was
outside the designated city centre boundary.
The consultant’s view on Central Quayside was selective assistance would be given to
individual projects but it was not to be one of the “flagship” projects. They also indicated
that they believed change would be stimulated by the East Quayside scheme and also “The
Development Corporation must appreciate that around 2300 new parking spaces will be
required for a regenerated Quayside.” No consultant would dare say that today!!
The report also gave flagship status to the Manors former railway goods yard but no flagship
status to what actually became one of the Development Corporation’s most successful
schemes, Newcastle Business Park. This is located some one mile up river from the Central
Quays area. The City Council had been trying to redevelop this former Vickers Armstrong
heavy engineering complex from the mid seventies. Indeed the report said “In the event the
Armstrong /Elswick development not coming to full fruition the site should be dedicated to
industrial use on a build to demand basis”. In 1987 retail use was part of those considered
appropriate as well as a leisure arena and industrial/business park.
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When the Development Corporation was formed in 1987 the emphasis of the development
programme focused on the mainly vacant 20 acre “flagship” site of East Quayside just
to the east and outside the conservation area of central quayside. The central Quayside
area containing the listed buildings was within the area of control of the Development
Corporation but was mainly left to work within its own market. The Urban Development
Corporation did not oppose developers trying to develop within the central historical part of
the Quayside. They did not however go out of their way to assist developers in that area.
Following the formation of the Development Corporation and further investigation as the
new organization formulated it policy for its whole area, a design competition for prospective
developers interested in carrying out the East Quayside development was undertaken.
A public consultation exercise was carried out. The appointed developer in 1988 was
Shearwater, part of Rosehaugh, a major public property development company that had
carried out major schemes mainly in London and the South. The basic concept was for the
“festival” shopping element within the scheme to attract visitors who would bring “life” to
the area as well as support proposed adjacent office and residential building. The shopping
element was to be of a similar style to that developed by Rosehaugh in Southampton. Festival
shopping may generally be described as shopping (with outlets for food and drink) while one
was enjoying leisure time with family and friends.
Winning a public competition in order to be the appointed developer is of course often a
necessary prerequisite to being appointed the developer in publicly controlled regeneration
schemes. Glossy plans and mind blowing ideas and concepts together with financial
projections that show how successful the whole scheme will be are part of the “big game”
played by developers on such occasions. Such a “game” was played at East Quayside and has
been repeated many times over across the country.
Only a handful of such large scale schemes are ever built in anything like the “vision” as shown
on the plans that “win” the scheme. There is significant evidence that shows major changes
to the buildings and even the concept for the scheme are highly likely especially in schemes
that will take a few years to bring to completion. In typical circumstances and after winning
such a competition, the developer seeks to adjust his scheme to satisfy the market that exists.
The design and even the nature of the scheme therefore changes. That was the case with East
Quayside.
In regeneration schemes, bringing people to an area is considered fundamental to success.
The Rosehaugh proposals incorporating “festival” shopping to attract the public in large
numbers was the adopted solution knowing that office and residential uses in themselves are
rarely visitor attractions.
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ILLUSTRATION OF PROPOSED ROSEHAUGH/ SHEARWATER SCHEME FOR EAST
QUAYSIDE It included a replica of the Coop warehouse (now the Malmaison hotel),
retail development and some office units

In choosing Rosehaugh as the developer, the Development Corporation were probably
influenced by the fact the developer had formed an alliance with Stanley Miller, the local
builder/developer who had speculatively bought a large part of the site in the early 1970’s
but had failed to find a development solution. The public were asked for their opinion
and preferred the scheme to others submitted by Brookmount and John Laing. Having a
stake in an area is a very useful platform for the prospective developer of any site! Perhaps
the Rosehaugh scheme had more “pizzaz”. The UDC was also reported as saying they were
choosing a financial partner as much as a scheme. Shearwater/Rosehaugh however collapsed
some two years later in the early 1990’s property and stock market crash.
Irrespective, a new vision for the Quayside was established. It was quite different from the
vision of the City Council who had concentrated on the conservation aspects of the historic
core. It was different from the initial vision of the original Development Corporation
consultants with a much larger retail provision and controversially it included a major office
content. The new vision was of a totally modern scheme on a mainly cleared site retaining one
listed building the former CWS warehouse, now the Malmaison Hotel.
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The City Council did not like the vision. It was contrary to their adopted local plan. Office
use was being proposed outside the designated office area as set out in planning policy. That
policy was for offices to be concentrated in the office core of the city centre where there were
several sites available mainly within the Grainger Town conservation area. Also the festival
shopping was in conflict with the famous Sunday Quayside market. A major company and
employer, Procter and Gamble, occupied part of the site and objected to the requirement for
them to relocate.
A further problem for the Development Corporation was they did not own the site.
Speculators had already bought into the site even before the formation of the Development
Corporation. They had also acquired what was considered to be the “best” part of the site.
They had paid good prices on the basis that “heads they win and tails they don’t lose”. They
would expect to prove a higher value later but the price they paid would be argued as a
minimum if their property was compulsorily acquired. The quay wall was another major
physical issue. Substantial repairs were needed but would an owner without a legal ownership
on the frontage contribute?
A compulsory purchase order was required by the Development Corporation. One part of the
site could hardly be developed without adjacent sites, especially having regard to the cost of
works for a new quay wall and other major infrastructure requirements. It was argued that the
profitable part of the site to be developed for retail use would support the development of the
difficult unprofitable sites closer to the Ouseburn.
A compulsory purchase order takes time, effort and cost. It needed a major public enquiry.
Perhaps the most important from a public sector regeneration point of view is time. The delay
was around two years during which time the market in property, at a high in 1988, came to
point of collapse in 1990.
Rosehaugh, the appointed developer, were a casualty of the property collapse and perhaps
fortunately their scheme incorporating the festival shopping concept was never implemented.
The retail element would probably not have worked because of the inability to generate major
pedestrian flow within a difficult Tyne Gorge site but also the dominance of Newcastle City
Centre and the Metro Centre both of which provided strong competition for traditional
shopping as well as for the envisaged leisure time trade.
Interestingly, one of the speculators who had bought sites in the area and had vigorously
opposed the compulsory acquisition of his property, a Swiss based architect and developer,
Herr Landau, proposed a very high density scheme on part of the site based on “business
apartments” but incorporating retail activity in the former Co-op warehouse. Business
apartments were a new concept. They appeared to be normal residential apartments but
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included a designated workspace/bedroom area. The scheme was massive in size and was
roundly condemned as impractical. The Development Corporation at the CPO public
enquiry argued forcibly that the scheme could not work. The land asset of Herr Landau was
ultimately compulsorily purchased.
The property market and the appointed developer, Shearwater/Rosehaugh, had collapsed by
the time the CPO had been confirmed. The collapse of the pound and withdrawal from the
European monetary mechanism on “Black Monday” in the early 1990’s created an extremely
difficult time for the economy as a whole and property developers/investors in particular.
Bankers and investors were simply not interested in financing property schemes in much
the same way as had occurred between 1975 to 1979, 1981 to 1985 and was to occur again
in 2008. After further debate, the Development Corporation accepted the Shearwater/
Rosehaugh scheme was impractical for the Newcastle market but by then they had acquired by
Compulsory Purchase Order, the whole site.
The detailed vision for the site was forced to change again.
In the meantime in the period between 1987 and 1991 the Development Corporation had
achieved massive success with the Newcastle Business Park. After the doldrums of the early
to mid eighties the market had changed. The “Lawson” (Chancellor of the Exchequer to
Margaret Thatcher’s government) boom was moving to the north some one to two years after
the usual increase in economic activity in the south east. Major changes to the infrastructure
(removing a railway line as a key barrier to access) together with Enterprise Zone status
enabled over 60,000m2 of new office space to be built within three years. The scheme was able
to take advantage of the very buoyant market of the late eighties. The rate of development was
phenomenal relative to the activity levels of the previous seven years.
The developers of the business park, Jack and Caroline Fawcett and their company Dysart,
were acclaimed for their vision. In reality, only two years earlier they had proposed a mainly
retail scheme and had built an undistinguished warehouse complex on part of the site. As
was to be the case elsewhere, their success was based on their ability to react to the market
conditions mainly caused by the infrastructure improvements carried out by the Development
Corporation but also on the massive incentives arising from Enterprize Zone benefits. To
their credit they also designed good buildings in an attractive landscaped setting. The success
highlights the necessity/benefits of good timing in any development /regeneration project as
they were completing their scheme in the late 1980’s property boom.
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BROCHURE COVER for original Dysart scheme at what is now Newcastle Business
Park

On the Central Quayside, the Fishmarket building adjacent the Swing Bridge was converted
at a major cost into offices and immediately occupied by a firm of consulting engineers at the
highest rental then paid in the market. Within two years it was acquired by an investor who
persuaded the engineers to vacate. It was immediately converted to a public bar/night club.
The rise in café culture (much more significant than the proposed festival shopping concept)
had driven the change and the Quayside began to emerge as an alternative venue to the
infamous Bigg Market in the Newcastle central area.
Also the Copthorne hotel was completed in 1992. Designed by Arup Associates, it received
grants approaching £5M to enable the developer to consider the scheme financially viable.
An office block was expected to be built at the same time but the developer Closegate
Developments could not find a tenant to make the scheme work from a financial perspective.
The office scheme on the site would eventually be financed by Scottish Amicable Insurance
and completed in late 1995 just as the market was about to emerge from the major problems
and related issues caused by the pound coming out of the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism (Black Monday) earlier in the decade.
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THE FISHMARKET first converted to offices and within 2 years changed to
fashionable bar.

THE COPTHORNE HOTEL
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The new Crown Courts also attracted the main Barristers Chambers to relocate to the
Quayside in a refurbished older building. Work also commenced on a series of environmental
improvements. A steep hillside opposite the Copthorne was landscaped into an attractive
garden. A Quayside promenade emerged in front of the Copthorne and under the Swing
Bridge. The overall concept was to create a continuous pedestrian route along the entire river
frontage.
However in 1992 it was the East Quayside that was the flagship and a new vision was
required. AMEC, a large construction company with a property development subsiduary was
appointed to develop the area and a more market oriented scheme emerged based on a master
plan prepared by Terry Farrell the international architect but who also had strong North East
connections having studied at Newcastle University. It was essentially an office scheme with
hotel and some residential use proposed for the later phases. It incorporated lots of car parking.
In essence, it provided an “in town” office centre but built to out of centre business parking
standards. This enabled it to offer a similar office package to the recently highly successful
Newcastle Business Park although of course a better architectural standard was envisaged. The
Development Corporation had the support of the design team within Newcastle City planning
department but the City Council’s planning policy team had strong reservations. It was a very
low density scheme and contrary to the planning policies of the City Council as it incorporated
a significant office element in a location not identified for office use and with a major provision
of parking well in excess of normal “in town” provision. There was no “festival” shopping.
The revised vision was adopted by the Development Corporation. It needs to be remembered
the Development Corporation was its own planning authority and could grant planning
permission without the agreement of the Newcastle City Council.
The office market was slow in the early 1990’s. The Conservative government was still
in turmoil over “Black Monday”. The property development and investment market had
collapsed along with the economy. There was limited demand for offices “in town” as what
demand existed was going “out of town” to the business parks where rents were less than £10
sq ft and there were no rates to pay in the Enterprise Zone locations. The Quayside was not
an EZ zone but it had to compete with those at Newcastle Business Park, Doxford Park in
Sunderland, Team Valley in Gateshead and more latterly at Silverlink and at Longbenton.
Those areas gave massive incentives to developers allowing the value of the development to be
used to offset tax. Also tenants did not have to pay rates which reduced their property overhead
by around 25%. The Enterprise Zones attracted perhaps 80 % of all new office development
and were major competition for the Quayside. That undoubtedly affected the financial
equation faced by the Development Corporation and AMEC in developing new buildings.
City centre style office schemes in the “Grainger Town” area as required by the planning
authority, especially those that were difficult and expensive to construct and in conservation
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EXTRACT FROM “FARRELL” PLAN FOR EAST QUAYSIDE
areas and with very limited car parking, could not compete with the out of town schemes.
The city centre market for new offices hardly existed. The City Council could see the
traditional office area was suffering and continued to argue the Development Corporation was
adversely affecting the development of the city centre area. Of course part of this was political
positioning.
The timing for the Quayside scheme was not right and no amount of promotion or even
subsidy could override a lack of demand. In essence the market in the early 1990’s was very
difficult after the 1990/91 collapse especially for a new scheme in a previously unattractive
area. However the “Farrell” scheme design included car parking to a standard as good as
any business park. In order to make the financial equation work for the developer, the
Development Corporation was prepared to build the car parks and gift them to the developer.
They were also gifting the site in order that the developer could make a profit. There was a
major transfer of risk from the developer back to the Development Corporation. AMEC of
course would not have started the scheme unless a profit was more or less assured.
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CAR PARK
FOR EAST
QUAYSIDE
It may
have broken
the rules but
it is more
attractive
than most car
parks

A phenomenal investment in infrastructure was also made well in excess of original budgets.
The standard of the “public realm” streets and landscaping was dramatically ahead of anything
previously seen in the North East. Public art was incorporated. Infrastructure was put in place.
PUBLIC ART in abundance

The “Farrell” scheme also reflected the realities of
the commercial property market. Each building
could be built, let and sold individually. Each
was relatively small in value terms perhaps £5
to £10M. It was an uncomplicated grid layout
but with design guidance for the whole site. A
very large mixed use scheme with a capital value
of say £50M would have simply been too big
for any one financial institution to purchase.
Development is a risky business especially on a
new site and an untested market and very large
complicated mixed use schemes as originally
suggested by Rosehaugh would have been
particularly difficult to bring to a completion.
The Farrell scheme gave the market a chance to
work and reflected financial necessities.
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AERIAL MAY 1995
1) Yuill scheme 2) Multi story car park for East Quayside
3) early development at East Quayside
4) cleared rope works site 5) travellers’ site 6) Baltic

With financial help from the Development Corporation, the AMEC first phase of office
development got underway. The early success in late 1994 was the provision of a new building
for The North of England Protecting and Indemnity Association, a shipping insurance
company who were relocating from the established city centre area. The design of the building
immediately broke the guidelines of the plan which envisaged a traffic free environment. But
the insurance company wanted its own car park adjacent to their office. The Development
Corporation adopted a pragmatic approach and let them have what they wanted contrary to
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the wishes of the City Council. They were justified in the sense that the scheme eventually
established some momentum.
A second phase was started and Quayside House was built speculatively but limited
information is available as to the incentives the Development Corporation gave to the
developer AMEC. It is probably safe to assume the site including the car parking in the
expensive new multi story unit was made available at nominal sums and a further grant was
given to persuade them to start. KPMG, the international accountants, became a tenant again
moving from the city centre.
The market for new office space started to recover in 1995 although it was still difficult.
The economy as a whole had begun to recover and development of new buildings had
restarted in London and the South East. It is of course normal for any improvement in the
northern economy to start at least one year after improvement in the south. Progress on
the development was slow as the developers were nervous of starting large schemes on a
speculative basis. In essence most developers needed to secure a tenant for a major part of any
new building before they were prepared to start. The Development Corporation was very
concerned the scheme was not working. They took an increasingly active role in promoting
the scheme to persuade prospective occupiers (many of whom were established North East
businesses) to take space at East Quayside.
Decisions towards the end of 1995 by two of the largest law firms based in Newcastle Ward
Hadaway and Dickinson Dees to relocate to the East Quayside was a key moment in the
establishment of the scheme. One and perhaps both were given significant incentives by the
Development Corporation to relocate to the area and that was in addition to the favourable
terms granted to the developer AMEC. It might be thought the location of the Crown Courts
was a particular reason for the positive decision but neither firm were much involved in the
type of crime work normally the main function of the Crown Courts.
St Ann’s Wharf, a particularly impressive building built by AMEC was designed by CZWG
a highly regarded London practice for occupation mainly by Dickinson Dees. This was
inline with the Development Corporation’s strategy of having different architects designing
different buildings but working to overall guidelines set by Farrell. The building was
completed in 1997. Ryder a local firm designed the Ward Hadaway building and they also
designed Rotterdam House adjacent St Ann’s Wharf. It was started in 1997 during a period of
increasing market optimism. It was fully occupied by completion in 1998.
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ST ANN’S WHARF occupied by Dickinson Dees and Mott McDonald

The Development Corporation came under heavy criticism. There was limited demand for
offices generally but what demand existed was being attracted to their schemes. Little was
being built in the traditional city centre. Indeed major occupiers were leaving to go to the
Quayside increasing the void in the traditional areas. They were accused of subsidizing the
market in their areas and “killing” the market outside. In essence, they were using all their
financial muscle to ensure their adopted scheme, a key part of their total strategy, would work.
The political battle between the Council and the Development Corporation continued.
Another key ingredient for the success of the scheme was the decision of the Malmaison hotel
chain to adapt the former Co-op warehouse. This was a listed building originally designed
by engineers L G Mouchel. It was important not just for its appearance but for the particular
nature of its reinforced concrete construction. It was an early instance of a new form of
concrete construction originating from France and one of the few examples in the UK.
Radical change to the building as envisaged earlier by Rosehaugh and Laudau could well have
been prevented as their schemes involved major change to the structure but such details are
not often considered as developers try to “win” schemes.
The Malmaison together with a new pavilion occupied by the Pitcher and Piano bar chain
brought more public use to the area. Both buildings became operational in 1997. More
general use of the area with its quality public realm investment became noticeable.
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MALMAISON HOTEL
in former Co-op Warehouse

One of the last developments
completed during the official life
of the Development Corporation
was a residential scheme by Miller
Developments further downriver
from the office area. This was
in line with the Farrell original
plan but it marked a major step
forward considered in detail later.
By 1997/8, it was apparent the
East Quayside scheme and which
is only a small part of the overall
Quayside area was going to be
successful but it was still some
way from completion when
the Development Corporation,
formed ten years earlier, came
to the end of its scheduled
existence. This followed shortly
after the election of the new
Labour government in 1997 who
were committed to abolish such
bodies and return the planning
and other powers back to Local
Authorities.
The relationship between the Development Corporation and the Newcastle City Council had
never been easy. There was mistrust on both sides. The Development Corporation did not
have the confidence that the City Council would finish the job well. The City Council had
particularly disliked, with justification, a new casino building built to the rear of the Central
Railway Station and adjacent to the historic City wall. Also they were far from satisfied with
the Newcastle Arena project which they believed was not up to the required design standard.
It is noticeable that Alistair Balls, the Chief Executive of the Development Corporation and
who was the essential driving force behind what was now considered a highly flourishing
regeneration project, did not take up a major public sector role in the further regeneration
efforts in the region. Many in the private sector found this difficult to understand. He had
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however made quite a number of decisions that were not popular with local politicians and
had “amended the rules” to ensure the efforts at regeneration worked. It was suggested that the
Development Corporation schemes had prevented Local Authority initiatives from working
or even starting as they were starved of resources. Perhaps he had made enemies in the wrong
political circles.
The Local Authorities were saying to the new government that if they had been given the
same level of finance as provided to the Development Corporation, they would have been
just as successful. The public costs of creating the East Quayside scheme as an example were
very high. Probably more than £80M of public investment, well in excess of the originally
predicted sum of £8.7M, had been spent by the Development Corporation in infrastructure,
land cost, promotion and subsidy to the developer. That sum excludes the further amounts on
other parts of the Quayside.
The Development Corporation had worked through a difficult economic cycle. The economy
was booming in 1988/90 which enabled the Newcastle Business Park to work so well. The
East Quayside scheme missed any benefit from that boom as the Compulsory Purchase Order
and planning issues generally held matters back. The downturn in the economy in 1991 was
of significant proportions. Business was tough. Achieving any development even in the best
areas was difficult until the national economy as a whole was recovering around 1995/6.
By 1998 a number of other schemes were in the later stages of development both at East and
Central Quayside. A key feature of all development projects is the time taken from concept
to completion. It can take many years. Exchange Buildings originally envisaged as an office
project in 1988 was emerging as a hotel. Designed by local architects Napper it comprised
139 bed rooms and 2 self contained ground floor bars. It opened for business in the autumn
of 1999.
The success of the Development Corporation not just on the Quayside but also at the
Business Park had side effects. They had attracted a number of businesses such as Dickinson
Dees, Ward Hadaway, The AA and KPMG from their previous city centre location to their
schemes. The heart of the city centre was struggling and yet a successful centre was if anything
more important from a regional perspective than the Quays. This led the City Council to
eventually win Government financial support for their Grainger Town conservation project.
The politics had changed.
One must conclude an historical view on TWDC by saying that it had been highly
controversial but very successful and it had laid much more than a strong foundation on
which the further regeneration of the Quayside would continue as the national economy
continued to improve.
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GATESHEAD QUAYS
Eleven years after the creation of the Development Corporation in 1987, physical
development actually got underway on the Gateshead side of the river. Gateshead Council was
the only Council on Tyneside whose area was excluded from the Development Corporation
area. This was essentially for political reasons. As a council, they were reluctant to lose the
planning powers which would have transferred to the Development Corporation.
Gateshead had been trying to begin the regeneration of their side of the river in the late
eighties/early nineties when it was expected major regeneration to be initiated by the
Development Corporation was about to emerge in Newcastle. Their planning policies were
to encourage development for business purposes. Residential development was not on the
agenda.
Value of land on the Gateshead side was very low in the early to mid nineties. Speculators
had bought in the middle eighties but the environment was still poor. Most land was derelict
and some was used as a scrap yard. A “travellers” camp also existed along with some low
grade industrial buildings. Access was poor and the land was contaminated from its previous
industrial use. The few attempts at redevelopment by the private sector had failed.
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH GATESHEAD QUAYS circa 1992
1) Tyne Bridge Tower 2) “Travellers” site 3) HMS Calliope
4) Smith Printing works 5) former rope works site 6) Baltic
7) large area of vacant land to rear now Baltic Business Park
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The process of regeneration began with the Baltic.
The Baltic building was originally a grain store. It had been sold in the middle eighties by
Rank McDougall as the Development Corporation was about to be formed to regenerate
the Newcastle side of the river. The purchasers were probably anticipating the investment in
Newcastle resulting from Development Corporation activity would impact on Gateshead.
Speculators usually move before most have appreciated the potential.

THE BALTIC

The Baltic was a very difficult building to redevelop. It was effectively a two storey building
with a honeycomb of a structure between a ground and a top floor and with very limited
distance between columns and beams to contain the silos for the storage of grain. Simply no
effective use could be made of it. The cost of demolition exceeded the site value.
When the building was first sold around 1986, the price paid was less than £100,000.
After holding it for a while, the local investor sold to a London developer at a large profit.
The scheme proposed by the London based developer was essentially a residential tower.
This developer believed the redevelopment of the Gateshead bank would follow the
anticipated redevelopment of East Quayside in the late 1980’s. He was right but as it turned
out, 15 years wrong.
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In the late 1980’s as in the early 1970’s and again in 2003 to 2007, development projects
were often appraised by valuers, bankers, developers, and investors with highly optimistic
assumptions on the outcome. They forgot development was a risky business. Values were
assumed to carry on rising in buoyant markets while costs were assessed as being under control.
A London based bank lent a considerable sum to finance the proposal to build flats in the Baltic.
Residential development within the inner city and certainly adjacent to derelict land with poor
access and with an extremely difficult building was not possible. It was too early for the market
and the costs in any event were too high. The developer failed as did others in the collapse of the
property market in 1990/91 and the property was placed in the hands of receivers.
The Baltic was eventually sold to Gateshead Council around 1992/3 for the same level of
money at which the original owner, Rank McDougall had sold it some seven years earlier. The
bank lending the money to the London based developer at the height of the 1980’s property
boom made a considerable loss.
The Council had the germ of an idea to create a gallery of some kind but it took some time
before any progress was made. Funding the proposed development was the real problem for the
Council. The sums required were not available from normal local government finance. There
was a need to find finance from some external source.
In 1995 Gateshead Council working with English Partnerships, the national governments
regeneration agency, asked EDAW a planning and economic consultancy to assist in drawing
up a strategy for the whole of East Gateshead including the Quays area. The report suggested
a mixed use development where the Sage now stands. An open landscaped area for public use
was indicated for the site that now exists between the Sage and Baltic. That site is now regarded
by some as the most valuable development site on Tyneside. While residential potential was
mentioned in the report, there was little to indicate what was to come. Indeed the strategy
sought to retain a housing estate at Saltmeadows to the rear of the Quays which has since
been demolished. Interestingly however their visual image of how the area would look in 2010
included a bridge link from the Baltic to Newcastle.
The report would however have been highly useful as a tool in persuading the central
government authorities but also several other bodies involved in one way or another to back the
Baltic proposals. Such documents are all part of the long and often tortuous process needed to
justify the actions Gateshead Council was seeking to take.
Gateshead found the solution to funding the development of the Baltic via the Lottery which
was providing funds for heritage, arts and cultural projects similar to ideas embodied in the
“vision” established by Gateshead Council. This followed yet further reports from such as
Northern Arts indicating the “need” for the proposed scheme. In essence the local authority had
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lobbied Whitehall, the Government Office for the North East, the European Union, the Arts
Council and many others to gain overall backing. Gateshead had of course had recent success
with The Angel of the North (the major work by Anthony Gormley located on the motorway
as one approaches Gateshead from the south) where initial scepticism from some had turned
into almost universal approval.
The scheme for the Baltic by the architects Ellis Williams reflects the simple reality of the
structure of the building. The honeycomb internal structure acting as a hopper for grain storage
needed to be removed. The original function of the external walls was to keep the rain out and
little more and those walls needed to be supported while removing the internal structure before
a new structure to support the external walls as well as to create the gallery could be built.
The total cost of building work was estimated at approximately half of the £45.7M budget
for the project the remainder being a sum from the Lottery Fund to fund the revenue cost
of running the gallery. With 10,000m2 of created space this equates to over £200m2 or
approximately twice the cost of a modern office building. It is now a particularly attractive
building with quality materials and service installations to international standards. An
exceptional building has emerged from a redundant grain store.
Whether it was right to retain the external appearance as opposed to a demolition and a totally
new construction is a matter for conjecture. It could have been substantially cheaper but would
it have been better? The link to Lottery funds and their preference, indeed a possible insistence
for retention/conservation of the structure was a key influence. It is one of life’s mysteries why
architects can often work wonders with old buildings but struggle when asked to design a new
building on a cleared site!!
What is also relevant is the time period for such a scheme to become a reality. Negotiations for
the acquisition of the site took place over several years, The Council also needed to negotiate
financial assistance for what was a major scheme. The Arts Council, The Lottery, The Royal
Fine Arts Committee and many others were involved. The period from acquisition of the site to
completion in 2002 was 10 years. This is a not dissimilar time period to the Court complex on
the Newcastle side of the river.
Speculation had taken place in other locations close to the Baltic. An adjacent site of around
half an hectare (1 acre) was bought in 1988 at the height of the 1980’s property boom for circa
£500,000. This was a massive price reflecting the very buoyant property market at the time.
That same site was acquired under compulsory purchase powers some eight years later at little
more than half the sum essentially because in the mid nineties the property market was in the
doldrums and values were low. Speculators don’t always win. Again, residential development
even in the mid nineties was not anticipated.
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The Development Corporation had found that a Compulsory Purchase Order had been
necessary to progress their large project at East Quayside. They also had the resources to
proceed in that way. The approach of Gateshead Council was and indeed needed to be much
different. They did not have the funding to acquire the whole area in one go. They could only
proceed on an individual scheme by scheme basis as and when they had received external
financial backing. They achieved an Order in 1996 to enable them to purchase an individual
site adjacent to the Baltic in order for the Baltic scheme to progress. Other sites were acquired
by negotiation including a former rope works of some 2.5Ha (8 acres) owned by Bridon
PLC. The threat of CPO was in the background. It was a piecemeal approach determined
by the nature of funding for individual projects as opposed to the blanket approach on East
Quayside by the Development Corporation. They were also purchasing the land at bottom of
the market prices as it was still considered poor quality industrial land with limited prospects
in what was still a difficult economic environment.
Ownership of land by Gateshead Council as well as previously by the Development
Corporation has proven to be a key ingredient in achieving regeneration. One could argue
the Council could not have created the Sage project unless they had owned the land. If they
had not had control of the land, the owner knowing of the particular public requirement
would most likely have demanded a much larger price. It would have taken time. Perhaps
more importantly, the ability to lobby successfully for the funds would have been much more
difficult as without the land ownership there would be so much uncertainty.
Gateshead Council did not initially expect to attract a new regional music centre to the
Quays area. That scheme was originally expected to stay in the regional capital of Newcastle.
Gateshead was still considered the poor relation, especially by those from Newcastle! When
Newcastle City Council refused to give financial support for the proposed new music centre
in Newcastle, Gateshead took their chance and offered the site between the Baltic and The
Tyne Bridge on land it had recently acquired. The Council had been developing their idea for
culture based activities and this complemented what was slowly happening with the Baltic.
The Council was in essence acting entrepreneurially in attracting users to their area. They
were able to capitalize on a “once in a lifetime” opportunity. Again the availability of Lottery
funds was a key ingredient. The Sage emerged as a project in 1997 following an international
architecture competition won by Forster and Partners. It eventually opened for business in late
2004 having cost around £70M.
The external design has been criticized by some and enjoyed by others but there can be few
complaints about how it functions. Importantly it welcomes visitors who can use the foyer as
a public thoroughfare as well as a coffee shop and booking and information office. It succeeds
in attracting visitors even if all do not attend the events.
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THE SAGE

The decision to proceed
with the new music centre
coincided with proposals to
build a new footbridge over
the Tyne. Gateshead Council
had found a mechanism for
unlocking further Lottery
funds. As it turned out, it
wasn’t simply any bridge. It is
a dramatic new structure that
has won many accolades for
its designers, Wilkinson Eyre, together with engineers Gifford and Partners. It is worth a trip
to the Quayside simply to see the structure especially as it tilts to allow a 50 metre clearance
in the centre for ships to pass through. The bridge, which won Royal Institute of British
Architects Stirling prize, opened in 2001. It fulfils the function of being a people attractor to
the Quayside as originally proposed by Rosehaugh but not in the form of a shopping centre!!
THE MILLENIUM BRIDGE

The blinking eye
The new music centre is also not just another
building. The dominating design is such it
can easily be used as a major conference venue
and exhibition area. It will be interesting to see
which emerges as most important.
It also supports an evening economy so
important to overall regeneration. Interestingly,
many people using the Sage and the Baltic use
the car parking built for the “Farrell” scheme
on East Quayside walking across the new
Millennium Bridge. The excessive parking for
the East Quayside office complex had proved a
happy accident and a benefit to the whole of the
Quays area on both sides of the river.
Gateshead Council’s policy theme for the Quays had emerged as a major leisure area. Their
plan was for commercial activities to be built to support modern art at the Baltic and music at
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the Sage. A further competition was held to establish a scheme for private sector leisure uses
and Taylor Woodrow, the builder and developer, emerged as the winner. They planned a new
cinema complex, bowling alley together with restaurants and bars just as the authority had
hoped. There were certainly cinema operators looking for the right opportunity in Newcastle
and Gateshead. Whatever the reason and difficult access and potential lack of car parking were
mentioned, the scheme did not attract sufficient market user interest for it to proceed.
After around two years in attempting to find users for the commercial scheme the proposal
was abandoned. There was no market demand for the commercial leisure uses in the scheme
as designed. Instead, Taylor Woodrow proposed a major change to residential use to be
developed by their associate company Bryant Homes, no doubt based on their assessment
of market potential. They had of course seen the success of the Miller and Wimpey schemes
on East Quayside. This residential development was eventually agreed in 2000 completing
around two years later.
Gateshead Council had successfully changed their vision and their “planning” policies. In
physical terms four major projects were completed within two years of each other which was
a remarkable transformation. It had however taken a decade of effort. It was astonishing that
they had secured around £150M of public funds, well in excess of anything expected from
a medium sized Local Authority. Such was their success that they were no longer the poor
neighbour to Newcastle. They had acquired a national reputation.
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ARIEL PHOTOGRAPH circa 2001
1) Baltic 2) Taylor Woodrow/Bryant scheme 3) Sage 4) Hilton Hotel
5) Crown Courts 6) Love Lane Apartments 7) Site of Silverlink scheme 8)North of
England Protecting and Indemnity building 9) Malmaison 10) Quayside house
11) St Ann’s Wharf offices 12) Rotterdam House 13) St Ann’s Quay apartments
14) Bannatyne casino (now converted to office use 15) Roberson /City & Northern
major office site
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THE GROWTH OF RESIDENTIAL USE
Profitable private sector residential development had not become a reality on the Newcastle
side of the river until 1998. Prior to that time there had been some attempts in the mid eighties
but mainly from the housing association movement. A number of proposals to start both
in Newcastle and Gateshead failed to materialize. The market did not really exist for owner
occupation although some units were available to rent. Residential development by Barratt in
the early nineties further downriver at St Peters Basin (a reclaimed shipyard scheme sponsored
by the Development Corporation) was initially very successful from a sales point of view
but was subject to negative equity factors in the early nineties. The market still preferred the
traditional areas.
In 1988 Miller Developments developed a four storey residential block at East Quayside on the
Newcastle side of the river. It was not an ambitious scheme in terms of size or architecture. It
was after all breaking new ground and reflected the fact is was first in the market on Tyneside.
The flats sold immediately and Miller reported that they had undersold the units in the
scheme. It was quickly followed by a second phase and also a Wimpey scheme on City Road
above the Quays but with good views of the river and bridges. Both schemes were a major
success from a sales perspective. The values obtained exceeded expected budgets, profits were
extremely good and the search for further opportunities gathered pace. Wimpey also acquired
from Miller the development option on a site adjacent to the Ouseburn on which they planned
to build a large tower block. The scheme which was the subject of long planning negotiations
and a public enquiry eventually obtained consent but has not, as at 2009, been started.

MILLER RESIDENTIAL SCHEME with WIMPEY development to rear on hillside.

Also the former bonded warehouses adjacent to the Crown Courts were successfully converted
around the same time as the Miller scheme. Part needed to be rebuilt after fire damage had
destroyed one of the buildings. This scheme was undertaken by a local developer. History
suggests it is often the local firms who take initiatives before the larger national firms consider
the market is appropriate for them.
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LOVE LANE APARTMENTS a bonded warehouse conversion with part new build.

The residential development market gained momentum. The reason the developer chose
the residential route around 2000 can be attributed to economics, the nature of the market
and the local and national planning authorities wanting to see high density city centre
flats. Residential units were selling well into the recently established “buy to let” market at
around £150000 to £250000 for one and two bed flats which roughly equated to £300 sq
ft approximately. Office development were still finding tenants but more sporadically at the
time and achieving less than £15 sq ft rental and capital values just over £200 sq ft of built
space. More importantly, one could justify building flats speculatively as one could more
readily predict sales but office developers required a substantial pre let before proceeding. The
developer chooses the scheme that makes the maximum profit and accordingly preferred flat
development and the Local Authority, now with their planning powers over the area restored,
agreed. People were literally queuing up when developers announced they were releasing units
for sale well before physical completion.
While the size of the speculative business apartment scheme proposed by Herr Landau at East
Quayside was roundly rejected in 1989, developers were now chasing prospective schemes.
Perhaps an earlier vision was right after all but it did not proceed because the market was not
right and it did not accord with the established vision at the particular time.
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In late 1999, a site bought by AMEC from the Development Corporation in 1997 and
proposed for office development as part of the East Quayside scheme was re-offered to the
market. The reported but unconfirmed price for the site was £1.75M which was considered
very high. However the site was resold at a reported £5M within 12 months as the residential
market boomed. The land price paid represented a sum equivalent to around £50000 per flat
unit to be created. Even so and with each flat costing around say £100000 per unit to build
and eventually selling in the range of £200000 to £300000 there were still massive profits to
the developer. St Ann’s Quay was built in 2001/2.
ST ANN’S QUAY apartments
developed by City Lofts.

Residential development had
changed from low rise to high rise as
developers became more confident
they could sell the end product. It
was of course part of a country wide
boom in residential development
from developers who had found
a totally new type of purchaser,
the buy to let investor, who one
could argue was much less critical
of the product than the owner occupier purchaser. It can be shown that when the developer
concentrates his efforts on the attraction of the investor, as opposed to the probable future
occupier of the scheme, problems eventually emerge. Those problems were to emerge for the
apartment market in the credit crunch of 2008 just as they had done in the office market of
the 1970’s and 1980’s and again in Enterprize Zones in 2008.
One can query how values for such a site can rise so dramatically in a period of around one
year. The reason is an increase in the number of units within a development and an increase
in values of the units sold (values of flats more or less doubled in the period around 1999 to
2002). At say £50000 increase per flat in a 100 unit scheme together with limited increase in
cost of build, a substantial increase in land value is created as developers competed strongly for
the opportunity.
On the Newcastle side of the river the Turnbull building, originally built in 1888, was also
converted to residential use with local architect Bill Hopper responsible for design and
Northern Land as the developer. The marketing hype at the time suggested the first £1M
penthouse flat with rumours that Sting the famous pop star who was born in the North East
was to be the owner.
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THE TURNBULL apartment building

The Taylor Woodrow commercial
scheme on Gateshead Quays had
failed to proceed in the late nineties.
The switch to residential was made
in early 2000 as the prospects for
residential development became
established. Taylor Woodrow through
their subsidiary, Bryant Homes
developed around 240 units with
of course the inevitable top floor
penthouses. The Gateshead vision
had changed to reflect the new
market. The Council had bought the
site for nominal money based on its
limited (at the time) commercial value
in 1996. It was now worth perhaps
as much as £10M. The Council had
been a highly successful property
operator/speculator.

BRYANT/ TAYLOR WOODROW scheme
with the car park in front now identified for
development but originally proposed for
open space.
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Also in early 2000, a landmark office building, Tyne Bridge Tower, developed as offices by
Sir Laurie Barratt in 1967 changed ownership with the declared intention of conversion for
residential purposes. More recent proposals in 2007 suggested an office refurbishment. Recent
news from February 2009 is that the regional development agency, ONE North East, has
acquired the building for demolition and redevelopment. The development strategy keeps
changing.

TYNE BRIDGE TOWER

Collingwood Properties, a Newcastle based property developer, had in 1998 persuaded the
Gateshead Council to CPO a multi ownership site overlooking the Tyne Bridge to enable
them to build a new Hilton Hotel. Originally this site was envisaged as providing small scale
buildings in line with its conservation area status, the historical layout and nature of the site
which included some listed buildings. The Council in their efforts to back the now established
schemes of the Baltic and Sage supported a change in strategy to create large scale development
allowing the demolition of the listed buildings. The original ideas emanating from the planning
department were rejected. There was minimal objection from the conservation lobby.
The original Collingwood scheme also proposed office development to the rear of the site.
That potential office content was changed to residential use in 2001 as values for that use
were easily ahead of the value that could be justified for office development. The development
commenced in 2001 but took much more than the expected time to complete because of
construction problems. Both the developer of the hotel, Collingwood Properties and Adamson,
the developer of the residential element to the rear eventually suffered financially, mainly
caused by cost overruns on a difficult site although the developers had been seriously delayed
by the Compulsory Purchase Order process which had taken around two years to implement.
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HILTON HOTEL with residential scheme to rear

Property values had increased dramatically. More than 30 years after the initial proposals
for regeneration, there was genuine market demand for the Quays location but it was
mainly for residential use. That turning point came in 2000. Much of the market demand
for the new residential units however came from the buy to let market. People buying for
their own occupation were a minority. Indeed whole blocks would be bought by syndicates of
investors. Developers were creating the schemes for that new market and having pre sold the
units were able, if they chose, to minimize on the specification of the completed product to
maximize profit.
In 2007 a project in the former Bonded Warehouse opposite the Copthorne Hotel was started.
This Grade 2 listed building had been subject to numerous development proposals over the
previous 30 years during which time it lay empty and derelict. With very low floor to ceiling
heights and the difficulty of creating sufficient parking it was perhaps fortunate a series of fires,
particularly the last, created sufficient damage that required partial demolition and rebuilding.
A number of developers had considered carrying out the scheme before Adamson took the
scheme to a position where a physical start on site was possible. However, they had difficulties
as a result of the long delay and relating cost increases on their residential scheme to the rear
of the Hilton Hotel. The scheme was adopted by another North East company Mandale. It
completed in early 2009 as the property cycle changed in the credit crunch with the values
for flats reducing due to an oversupply in the local market but also national and international
economic factors.
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THE MANDALE MIXED USE SCHEME
residential and office scheme at West
Quayside

For some years, planning authorities
nationally and including those at
Newcastle and Gateshead had been
trying to reverse the move to suburbia.
In the Tyneside region as a whole, the
population had remained relatively static
over some 40 years. In that time new
communities had been built in the new
towns of Washington, Cramlington and
Killingworth providing homes for over
100,000 people. In addition there had
been large scale expansion on the periphery
of the conurbation. In essence, the number
of people now living in the suburbs had
left the inner city housing areas of Benwell, Walker, Scotswood and Teams. The west end of
Newcastle was estimated to have lost over 30,000 inhabitants over 30 years. The development
of new flats at the Quays was seen as reversing that trend. The authorities however had failed
to recognize the totally different markets for both city and suburban housing units.
The residential market also saw other trend changes. The growth in the number of flats
created as a percentage of total new units in the Tyne and Wear area went to over 60%
with the new Quays area contributing significantly to that figure. The area of living space
in individual flat units also decreased. Developers increased their prices while at the same
time, reduced the size of each unit to keep costs down, thereby increasing profits. They were
able to do this as demand was high but also apparently disinterested in the detail of the
various schemes. Developers tried to introduce even smaller units of around 27m2/300 sq
ft (about the size of a double garage) but were refused permission. They called them student
accommodation however and then succeeded with their planning application!! The growth
in the buy to let market particularly in an area such as the Quays was the key driver for the
residential developer. It was a national phenomenon which lasted for nearly 10 years. Investors
were buying without seeing the completed project in what was a speculative bubble.
By 2008 the residential market for such developments had effectively disappeared affected
by the credit crunch and the lack of affordability to typical Tyneside families. There were
definite concerns as many flats appear unoccupied. Most residential developers faced financial
difficulties. The market had changed.
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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
1998 ONWARDS
The main thrust of development from 1998 was residential in nature. Profits from that
activity were simply more attractive. Commercial activity was slow notwithstanding it was
very active elsewhere in the region. Two frontage sites at East Quayside remained from the
end of the Development Corporation era in 1997 but more than 10 years later both are still
undeveloped.
1

3

2

4

VACANT SITE originally identified for hotel use in the “Farrell” scheme then
proposed for mixed use with residential offices and ground floor retail/restaurant
but still undeveloped and available on market in 2008
1) St Ann’s Quay apartments 2) Vacant site owned by ONE North East
3) Wimpey apartments 4) Miller scheme

One North East, the regional development agency had, in 2002, marketed its site adjacent to
St Ann’s Quay and appointed a developer who had been the highest bidder in the open market.
The Newcastle planning authority wanted to see a mixed use scheme. The site was difficult
and costly to develop mainly because of the need for a major retaining wall supporting City
Road above. This was necessary to create parking on the site. The car parking element itself was
also reduced to the current planning authority requirements but less than that required by the
potential occupiers.
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The proposed developer was still competing against other sites in the region including those
out of centre and in Enterprise Zones on the fringe of the conurbation. On business parks,
the cost of a new building can be 30% cheaper than a similar building on a city centre site.
Ease of construction but also the ability to design a more efficient building layout, with
possibly less expensive building materials, are obvious factors. A multi storey car park facility
would cost well over £10000 per car space especially reflecting a new retaining wall while the
costs on an out of centre site are nominal. The proposed developer compounded his problems
by agreeing to overpay for the site. The financial equation for the developer simply did not
work. The site remains available more than 6 years after the original marketing. The desire
from the Development Agency to maximize the value from the site has in the event prevented
the further regeneration of the location.
The other undeveloped site has been contentious. Wimpey were seeking to build a 13 storey
tower block of 80 apartments together with a 5/6 storey office block and 40 underground
car parking spaces on the site overlooking the Ouseburn. Such a large scale scheme was
required to provide sufficient revenue to enable the developer to recover the cost of relocating
the sewage pumping station currently located on the site. Opposition to the scheme
focused on the design and scale of the proposals and the blocking of views from above the
Quayside. While the location of the scheme was at the end of the East Quayside it was also
at the entrance to the Ouseburn, an historic industrial part of the city that was subject to
regeneration proposals that were struggling to work. The architect for Wimpey was Sir Terry
Farrell who had of course conceived the whole East Quayside scheme and which had been
acclaimed as one of the best examples of successful master planning. The City planning officer
decided to challenge the opinions of a revered architect. Local politics seemed the driving
factor in the challenge. Planning permission has been granted on appeal but of course the
market has since changed and construction has yet to start.
Elsewhere on the Quayside a highly
prominent site adjacent the Custom
House on the main historic frontage and
which had changed owners a number
of times also remained undeveloped.
Originally considered for an office
scheme, it became a potential residential
scheme but with most of the proposed
flats built at the rear without river views
the financial equation did not become
sufficiently attractive for the developer to
proceed. It is now being re advertised as
an office project.

VACANT SITE in Central Quayside and
available for development since 1980’s
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The largest scheme of a mainly commercial nature was the Silverlink complex to the rear of
the Law Courts in Central Quayside. It was a mixed use scheme with offices, an hotel, flats,
ground floor retail and restaurants and a linked car park. The difficulty of bringing such a
scheme to completion is discussed later.

THE SILVERLINK SCHEME office building with the apartments, hotel, retail and
multi story car parks.

Also the “Bannatyne” casino and leisure building on City Road to the rear of St Ann’s Wharf,
completed around 2000, was closed in 2006 and acquired for redevelopment as an office
building. In essence the building was stripped back to its frame and then totally reclad with
a mainly glass curtain wall system and totally different internal finishes and mechanical and
electrical equipment were installed. Costs of refurbishment would be close to the cost of
building a new office building and demonstrates that, in a fast changing world, even new
buildings can be subject to major change. The market was moving to higher value uses and
the limited time for its previous use notwithstanding a very high fit out cost was no obstacle.
Gateshead has seen limited commercial development on the Quays frontage and backed
proposals to build a new office complex just downriver from the Baltic. City and Northern,
a local developer, teamed up with Robertson Property a Scotland based company to build a
130,000 sq ft complex due for completion in early 2009. Their success or otherwise will no
doubt depend upon the new economic reality that emerges from 2009.
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ROBERTSON/CITY & NORTHERN OFFICES

Gateshead Council had objected to a mainly residential scheme to be built on the river
frontage in front of the new City and Northern/ Robertson building. The objection to more
high density flats was based on the low occupation of many of the adjacent flats in the Taylor
Woodrow/Bryant scheme. The Council’s main requirement for new housing was to create
more family oriented stock in the traditional housing areas. Regional planning policy restricts
the numbers of residential units any authority can build and Gateshead Council considered,
probably wisely, that building more on the Quayside would adversely affect their main
residential policy objectives as well as provide more unwanted buy to let properties. There are
of course still very limited family facilities close to the Quays on either side of the river.
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Other than for some offices built as part of the Mandale mixed use complex at West Quayside
in the former bonded warehouse, there was limited other development for office purposes.
Most commercial development was taking place in a new office location adjacent to the new
“boulevard” linking the Redheugh Bridge to the city centre. In the buoyant economy of 2003
to 2007, attracting good staff became a priority for private sector companies. Access to city
centre shopping and the Metro system was considered important and the Quays not seen as
attractive to staff from that perspective.
There continued to be major investment to satisfy the growing leisure trade. The increase in
“café culture” had been apparent from the late 1980’s but really started to impact from the
mid 1990’s.This produced yet more bars and also restaurants as the location began to attract
more and more people. Hotels were also created. While some of these cafes and bars are
within the new buildings, most are located in the older buildings in the historic core. Some
15 years after the central quayside was subject to regeneration proposals based on reviving
the historic core, progress was being made. Arguably this was caused by the new buildings
and environment outside that core area being the main attractor of the public but creating a
pedestrian flow through that central core.
Over a 25 year period and within the immediate Quayside area, it is estimated that there have
been some 55000m2 (600,000sq ft) of offices built, around 1000 flats and 7 hotels including
the Copthorne, Malmaison, Vermont, Hilton, Premier Lodge and two Travel Lodges. There
have been the public sector buildings of the Courts, Baltic, Sage and the Millennium Bridge.
In addition a large number of restaurants cafes and bars have evolved.
There is still significant development potential along and to the rear of the Quays. Discussions
are underway on a number of empty sites and indeed the amount of built space that can
be accommodated is perhaps twice the amount that has been built in the last two decades
although most of the sites are further up river. That is the size of the opportunity. Probably
the most important of these from a built environment perspective is the site between the Sage
and the Baltic originally considered in 1995 as potential public open space. Attempts have
been made at finding a scheme that satisfies the developer’s financial requirements and the
Council’s objectives of achieving a further high profile and attractive scheme that enhances the
Quays area as a whole. If left to the market in say 2002 through to 2006, there is little doubt
a mainly residential and high density scheme would have now been built. In 2008/9 the
market and the development solution is entirely different. Fortunately the pressure faced by
the Development Corporation in the nineties to ensure development took place very quickly
is not quite the same today.
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UNDERSTANDING THE PROPERTY
DEVELOPER - THEIR INPUT INTO
REGENERATION
Development at the Quays has seen many successes but also failures. Rosehaugh,
Collingwood Properties, City Lofts and the prospective developer of the Baltic in 1990 all
had major financial problems although national factors have sometimes been the cause.
In addition schemes such as All Saints and the Wimpey tower block have been left on the
drawing board or abandoned. Some key sites are still derelict. Developers have however been
at the forefront of the many successes.
The development market is difficult to analyse and predict. Some schemes, such as the first
Miller residential scheme, emerge and their success is a surprise. Some proceed quickly, such
as the residential schemes after 2002, while others such as the Baltic or the redevelopment of
Exchange Buildings eventually as a hotel, take years. Academics have attempted to understand
why certain schemes proceed and others fail. Developers, who can be either public sector or
private companies, are seen as the centre of the operation and the key to understanding the
process. In reality developers are (only) the linkage between the land owner, the occupier, the
financier and the long term investor together with the “regulator” authorities. The developer
can be most of these (as with the Sage) but it takes an understanding of the position of all
parties to a scheme, at a particular time, in a particular place, in order to comprehend the
development process.
It is therefore not surprising that a simple rule book to determine whether a particular scheme
of development will proceed does not exist. There are an infinite number of variables. The
developer can be a local person or a major international organization. They can have different
priorities at different times. That also applies to the user and financier markets which are
constantly changing. Planning authorities also amend their position. All are subject to change
over the development period which is often in excess of 2 years for individual buildings and
much longer for large scale regeneration schemes.
Michael Slade, chief executive of Helical Bar a very successful stock market company
specialising in property development describes the development process from his company’s
point of view in its annual report of 2005 as follows
“The success of Helical’s development programme is dependant on finding good sites in
attractive locations at the right time in the economic cycle which our partners, the Institutions
that buy the development from us, are happy to fund. Typically, once a site is found and
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plans are drawn up for a scheme, the Company will enter into discussions with financial
institutions that wish to purchase new developments. These institutions may be pension
funds, insurance companies, unit trusts, or investment funds. Once a funding contract is
signed the development process can continue with the institution funding the acquisition of
the site and the construction of the development. Helical makes its profit from completing
the development within budget provided by the funding agreement and finding tenants for
the completed building as soon as possible. In general, the earlier that acceptable terms can
be agreed with a tenant, the greater the level of development profit available to the Company.
If no tenant is found within a period established in the funding agreement, the Company’s
involvement in the development ceases.”
Development is a risky business as evidenced by the number of failures. The job of developer
is to be aware and control all the risks to the scheme including political, planning, building,
financial, user and economic cycle issues. The optimum position for a developer might
be summarised as follows; Agree a low cost option to purchase a site in what the market
considers a good established location, obtain planning permission in three months while
agreeing a prelet on a long lease of say 15 years to good quality tenant, negotiate a fixed price
building contract and agree terms with a purchaser/investor of the completed project before
completion. When the money is about to be paid to the landowner as well as the builder and
the professional team, the developer is completing a sale. Nothing much can go wrong. The
majority of the risks are covered and the profit is relatively secure.
Development is rarely that simple. Normally it is full of risk. The site acquisition could be
highly competitive. Planning negotiations can take a long time and scheme adjustments to
the original concept are likely over the development period. Building costs are challenging to
predict. While estimators can give reliable guides to building costs above ground, the costs of
foundations, protecting adjacent buildings and decontamination are much more difficult to
assess and can easily increase from first estimates.
A request for an archeological investigation to be completed before development can start
may only cost £50,000/£100,000. The local authority requiring the investigation may say
such a small cost is relatively minor in a £25M scheme and certainly most developers, while
arguing otherwise will have a contingency sum to cope with such additional expenditure.
The developer will be more concerned however by the time delay and the prospect a major
excavation may be needed. It may mean he could miss the market. The scheme may need
some redesign. The builder could ask for extra to cover his additional costs. It is not so much
the event but the consequences of the event which could be critical. It was delays of this
nature linked to the time necessary to progress a Compulsory Purchase Order, which led to
building cost increases and the difficulties for Collingwood Properties when they developed
the Hilton Hotel at the Quays.
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The large amount of money involved is often forgotten. A small 20,000 sq ft office can be
worth at least £5M at the Quays and it was this size of scheme which enabled the Farrell East
Quayside scheme to work. The Farrell scheme can be contrasted with the project started by
Silverlink Properties some 10 years later and built during a period when the economy was
booming. It was very complicated scheme, as well as large in capital value terms, say £70M.
The mixed use scheme is located to the rear of Central Quayside. Completed in 2006 it
comprises over 12000m2 of offices, some 50 flats, an extension to a Travelodge Hotel, shops
and restaurants and a multi storey car park. Very few organizations, especially a relatively
small North East based company, can proceed with such a scheme speculatively so the need
to pre let a certain amount of the project and/or organize presales is essential. With more than
a 20 different participants in the project (land owner, developer, architect, engineer, builder,
purchasers of flats, tenants of offices, tenant/buyer of car park, hotel operator, long term
investor each with their own bankers and professional team to advise them) the difficulty of
bringing such a scheme to completion is immense. All the different aspects of the development
interlink and one party reneging at the last minute would have put at risk the whole scheme.
All have to be satisfied the scheme will work. Such schemes are difficult to do even with the
buoyant demand for property as existed in the period of 2002 to 2005 but would have been
next to impossible in the difficult conditions as existed in 1992.
In essence the developer, especially in the early stages of a difficult regeneration project, is
trying hard not to be a speculator. He is a fixer operating between several parties all of whom
need to agree a variety of aspects before he proceeds. Of course developers speculate on some
ideas perhaps a planning application and acquiring a legal interest in at least part of the site.
The key point is when they have to commit to the large sums required to complete the scheme.
The more difficult the economic conditions and the quality of the location the more likely
schemes fail to proceed and vice versa. Possible development schemes early in the economic
cycle in untested regeneration areas are particularly vulnerable to being delayed or abandoned.
The money at stake for a developer is massive. Those involved in the lending process are as
much a part of the development team and will want some input. With very large schemes
and relatively small developers, it is often the banker and investor who assume the most
risk. They are possibly lending a high proportion of total costs. They will probably insist on
a certain percentage of pre sales or pre lets to reduce their risk. It is noteworthy that all the
hotel development at the Quays was pre let or sold and a high percentage of the earlier office
schemes were at least partially pre let. It was in the latter stages of the property booms of
1975 1981 1988 and 2007 that bankers/investors allowed developers to take more risk with
unfortunate results not just for the developer. Commercial property values declined by circa
35% and more in some cases from the peak of the market in June 2007 to December 2008.
The bankers had often lent more than 80% of the originally anticipated value. The resulting
problems in the property and financial markets in 2008 is a clear result.
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The planning system in its attempt to create large complicated mixed use schemes has created
a scenario where the degree of difficulty to bring a scheme to fruition is vast. That is not in
itself a reason to change direction but it needs to be taken into account unless future schemes
collapse under the weight of everyone’s expectations. Such schemes may work in established
locations but are more likely to fail in difficult locations in the early stages of regeneration or
in generally weak market conditions.
A further explanation as to why schemes fail to start is often due to the commercial realities
of being a developer. The developer is rarely working on one scheme. Indeed he usually has a
number of possibilities in hand, some short term and some long term. He will probably not
have the capacity to proceed with them all. When one of the schemes starts to move forward
with the prospect of realizing profit the developer is often forced to abandon or delay another
scheme possibility even if that scheme is potentially profitable.
Of course in regeneration schemes it is often the basic infrastructure that is poor and caused
the decline in the first place. Up front cash is required before any potentially profitable
development can be started. Public sector involvement can be essential.
As has been illustrated in the history of the Quays, a number of schemes have changed as they
progress over time. A classic example outside the Quays area is the Metro Centre, one of the
largest out of centre regional shopping complex’s in Europe. An analysis helps to explain the
often changing development situation that is a feature of even small schemes of development.

Original brochure cover for what is now the Metro
Centre
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The Metro Centre as it exists
today is quite different from the
first ideas for the site proposed
in the early 1990’s by Sir John
Hall, the developer. Those
proposals were much like an
everyday retail park with sheds
for DIY and electrical retailers.
The size of the shopping element
in the original scheme was
relatively small. There was a site
reserved for office development
as well as industrial units and a
leisure park. Possibly these were
included to obtain the original
political consent to the ideas.

At one point the site was offered to Newcastle United as the location for a potential new
football stadium.

SITE LAYOUT PROPOSALS FOR METRO CENTRE SITE showing a retail park style
shopping area with office area and industrial area

The initial proposals for development did not work from a financial perspective because the
site had so many physical difficulties and the costs were too high. The site had previously
been a coal fired power station. High voltage electricity pylons needed to be relocated. A new
connection to the A1 Western By pass was required. A much larger scheme to cover those
costs and very high site remedial costs on a highly contaminated site was necessary. Various
plans were proposed and test marketed but did not materialise. A food supermarket was tried
as a potential solution but the Coop was initially the only interested party and that did not
inspire the necessary level of confidence for the designs of the scheme to proceed.
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EARLY LAYOUT FOR RETAIL ELEMENT AT
METRO CENTRE showing a mainly single
storey shopping area of limited size

The scheme was struggling as costs were
escalating. Sir John probably put all his (then)
relatively modest wealth on the line continuing
his search for a viable scheme. Eventually Marks
and Spencer came along and agreed to take, what at the beginning was to be, a mainly
freestanding out of center superstore similar to Woolco or Savacentre.
It was probably at this point that Sir John’s enthusiasm and determination came through as
he changed the design significantly to accommodate the demand that emerged for out of
town shopping. The fact that M&S were taking a store made every major retailer look at the
option. Translating that interest into a built scheme was the massive achievement. Indeed the
size and scope of the scheme kept changing even as development progressed because tenant
demand was changing and increasing. That sounds easy but he was fighting a level of doubt
and criticism that would have sunk most. Sir John was looking for the development finance in
the early 1980’s when interest rates were at high levels and the economy was in disarray after
the problems for the Thatcher government. It was not easy to raise the amount of money for
what was at that time a relatively small developer.
Technically there were a number of imperfections with the design of the scheme probably
caused by the rush to build the complex and the changes in layout and design that took place
as it was being built. The road network around the site could not cope with the eventual
scheme size. The original amount of car parking was horribly deficient. The fire escapes within
the retail mall area broke up the retail frontage. The fast evolving design contained features
which did not help the retailers.
With the M&S store at one and a supermarket at the other end of the main mall being single
storey only (being originally conceived as the units of an out of centre retail park), pedestrian
flow at the upper mall level was poor. Initially trade was weak. But the important thing was
that Sir John solved all the original problems. The road layout was redesigned. Multi storey
car parks were added. The shopping public came from all parts of the North and also Norway
and the rest of Europe.
Sir John identified the opportunity to build a major scheme. The vision changed as the
market and the opportunity changed. Perhaps Sir John’s real achievement was the ability to
react as quickly as the market dictated, change his original ideas and develop the concept as
the tenant demand also evolved while creating a modern shopping environment.
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THE METRO CENTRE AS BUILT but with two floors of shopping

Perhaps property developers are “dealers” reacting to opportunities as they arise. If that enables
them to create a landmark development, they are happy. Often as not they are only concerned
to make a profit!
The Metro Centre was also built in an Enterprize Zone. The tax benefits available in the
zones were part of the reason for the financial success of the scheme but a more fundamental
question arises. The scheme changed radically as a result of the nature of retail demand.
It changed as it was being built. Without the need for detailed planning approval within
Enterprise Zones (notwithstanding a supportive local authority in Gateshead desperate to
attract development that had previously gone to Newcastle) Sir John changed his scheme as he
wished.
As Charles Darwin is quoted “It is not the strongest of the species that survive nor the most
intelligent but the one most responsive to change”.
One can only speculate that if Sir John had needed formal planning consent to every change
he needed to introduce, a different scheme would have emerged. The time factor would have
had an adverse impact on a developer with limited resources relative to the size of scheme
being undertaken. Under “normal” planning controls, the scheme would probably be very
different today.
The Metro Centre in Gateshead also demonstrates another important principle for successful
development. Good timing is essential. Sir John started to develop the site in the early 80’s
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when the economy was in some disarray. It was being constructed during the miners strike.
However it was being developed during a period of growing interest in out of centre shopping
with most retailers looking for new space. It was opened for trade in late 1986 as the economy
was recovering. The “Lawson boom” had reached the North East. Deregulation of public
transport meant that buses could serve the market. The investment market was also very strong.
The development was sold at a massive profit to The Church Commissioners at the height of the
property boom of the late 1980’s.
Timing is just as important in the office market as is illustrated by the development of offices at
the Quays. Office rents had been stagnant in 1992/5 when the economy had collapsed following
previous boom conditions. The result for a developer starting a scheme in 1995 and completing
and selling in 1998 was good profits. They budgeted for rents at one level but obtained a higher
rent from increasing tenant demand and a better price for the completed scheme.
The results from starting schemes in 1974, 1980 and 1989 and completing those schemes some
2 years later when the economy had gone into recession were very different. Rents had stopped
rising, lettings were more difficult and took longer to negotiate and the investing institutions
were less willing to buy the finished project. Completing a scheme at the wrong time in the
property cycle can have consequences possibly leading to disaster for a developer.
It is of course the vast range of issues that a developer has to consider which make the process
so risky. In addition to the markets for tenants and investors which changes over time, the
developer also has to be expert in controlling not just the building process but also the intricacies
of design and specification of the particular buildings. Health and Safety, the law, politics and
the public together with all the town planning issues that a developer has to resolve makes
development much more difficult than the typical image as portrayed in the media. He then
has to contend with the vagaries of the economic cycle. There are many issues that will affect his
profit.
“Profit” for the developer is one of the difficult aspects to grasp for public sector partners in
regeneration schemes. They do not want the developer to make too much profit. They are
looking for a scheme which adds to the public good. They therefore seek to restrict profit which
they can do by asking for a high land value (if they own the site) or by asking for public facilities
to be built as part of planning conditions. (In the USA they use the much more descriptive
term of “exaction” for the contribution developers make as a condition of obtaining planning
consent.) This is a difficult balance to achieve, varying as it will from scheme to scheme and in
changing economic conditions. The balance is only possible if the public sector partners fully
understand the financial and even personal position of the developer.
Perhaps when a developer succeeds, he deserves the profit he enjoys!
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REFLECTIONS ON THE PROCESS
Urban regeneration is complex, affected as it is by a sheer multiplicity of factors and
involving people from all businesses and professions, differing political persuasions and from
different cultures and experiences working in very different physical, economic and social
circumstances. Some participants in the regeneration process regarded the property being
built or refurbished as a financial instrument or simply functional space while others want
“trophy” property for status. Public sector requirements are quite different to private interests
based on profit. Some participants were thinking long term while others were only looking to
tomorrow. Some were greedy while others were nervous. But most took it extremely seriously.
It can be assumed that everyone has done what they believe is the right course of action for
them and their organization, even though it has not always worked.
Also, we all look at the different events that are involved in the regeneration from our own
personal perspective. Certainly an architect, a politician or the general public will see some
issues on the regeneration of the Quays as more or less important than has been explained
above.
A brief description of the large number of individual schemes that make up Newcastle
Gateshead Quays does not tell the whole story. Each individual scheme could have a chapter
detailing its own particular history. While an account of the Sage may focus on the building,
its acclaimed acoustic qualities and its architect Forster and Partners, perhaps as much
emphasis should be placed on how those involved with the Northern Sinfonia Orchestra
came to agree Gateshead would be a suitable location or why Newcastle Council decided
not to support a music centre in their “capital” city. Also the different people who make it an
operational success are all part of the success.
Likewise the decisions by Ward Hadaway and Dickinson Dees to relocate to the Quayside
were understood to be contentious between partners of each firm, some of whom thought to
stay in the heart of the city centre was distinctly preferable. Also the initial designs for
St Ann’s Wharf by the developer’s architect were not considered suitable and it was Dickinson
Dees own architect, Howarth Lichfield, who suggested how the building layout might be
rearranged. It is at that level of detail that regeneration eventually becomes reality and is
successful or otherwise.
Perhaps it is easy to have a general vision of new housing, vibrant business and attractive
public facilities. That has been the idea for the majority of regeneration schemes in the UK
but for some it has been an illusion. The implementation of the adopted vision is and has been
altogether more difficult.
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The difficulty for all schemes is that any adopted political/planning vision for the future (say
10 to 20 years) needs to attract the demands of the various occupier financier and investor
markets of the next say two years otherwise the scheme stalls or fails. The difficulty for the
developer, investor or financier is the public vision could be for something for which the
market does not exist at the required point in time. Demand needs to be created or at least
attracted from another location. That takes time and indeed demand may not materialize
when required by the political vision. Matching user and financial market demands with the
adopted political/planning vision for regeneration was and is a massive challenge. It is not
surprising that along the way there have been failures and therefore the political/planning
vision has changed. But there is also no doubt the vision has influenced those markets.
Much has been achieved on the Quays but much still remains to be done. It would be easy to
suggest that the location will now look after itself and the regeneration priority could move to
another declining area of the Tyneside conurbation. In reality, the modern world of changing
requirements for business and different attitudes to social issues requires regeneration to be
continuous. After all, a number of buildings such as Newcastle City Library and various 1960’s
office blocks, which were built less than fifty years ago, have since been demolished. Many
others have required radical refurbishment.
If the past is any guide to the future, the rate of investment/development is determined by the
national economy. Physical property development has increased, slowed down or even stopped
in line with the economic cycle. All of the significant changes in direction of the regeneration
took place shortly after those major changes in economic conditions. Also at every point of
major change in the economic cycle there had been an over supply of property and therefore
when the recovery in economic fortunes arrived there was a lengthy period before profitable
development could start again.
The prolonged growth period from 1995 to 2007 has been the key to recent success in that
there was sufficient time to create enough projects that provide the critical mass necessary.
Contrast that with the boom and bust in three to four year cycles of 1971 to 1975 and
1986/90 as shown on the graph of graph below showing annual GDP growth. By the time
development got underway on the Quayside and in the north generally it was being completed
perhaps when the economy was weakening with all that meant for profitable development.
Large schemes such as All Saints or the Shearwater/Rosehaugh proposals all suffered even if,
with the benefit of hindsight, that was a good thing. The demise of the Shearwater/Rosehaugh
scheme with its festival shopping content was surely a happy accident.
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Recent events in 2008 have seen the credit crunch and a collapse in property values. The
question is how long before activity resumes? In the North East it was some three to four
years after the 1975 and 1981 problems but five to six years after the 1990/91 collapse. It is
expected many of the proposals for development as they existed in 2007/8 will now need to be
rethought. Possibly the length of time before development restarts will be in proportion to the
size of the decline in 2009/10.
The economy also has an impact on the size and the complexity of a scheme. The complex
Silverlink scheme of 2005/6 can be contrasted with the original relatively simple “Farrell”
scheme in the Development Corporation era. Silverlink was carried through in a booming
economy and it can be argued that was essential to its success. The Farrell scheme had to
contend with much more difficult economic conditions and a more complex scheme may well
have failed to start.
Any new economic reality from 2009 onwards will no doubt lead to a review of all current
schemes especially the larger complex proposals where the size in money (debt) terms and the
accompanying risk are simply too great. If proposed schemes have not worked in the recent
boom conditions they are hardly likely to succeed in any new more austere era. Also developers
that seek to introduce new and untested concepts are more likely to fail in regeneration areas
which by definition are difficult locations for new developments.
It was national economic factors driven by the Gordon Brown boom that determined a major
shift around the year 2000 to residential use away from the mainly commercial development
previously. The credit crunch in 2008 has meant the residential boom of 1995 to 2007 has
come to an end. There has always been a property “shake out” at the end of each boom.
Perhaps it can be argued that it was the property bubbles of 1972/75 1986/90 and 1996/ 2008
that have been the main cause of the financial crashes that followed but that is another story.
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History however suggests the development industry will revive at some point in the future. The
question is when?
The other major economic issue for a local authority is the availability of finance. Urban
regeneration is expensive. Local Authorities have their expenditure tightly controlled by central
government and when regeneration is proposed they rarely have the resources necessary for
implementation. When the authorities have a regeneration proposal, they need to link it to
some type of national funding which invariably follows the latest national political idea. The
Conservative government gave the resources to the Development Corporation to encourage
business. In the Blair government, resources were allocated more often to civic/public
purposes. The Local Authority has to be ready to adjust to whatever funding is available from
Whitehall whether it is for business, housing, the arts or other. Gateshead solved the problem
of availability of finance by capitalizing, more than most local authorities, on the availability of
lottery funding geared to the provision of “cultural” facilities.
A further issue for Local Authorities is the method by which funds are allocated from central
government. Whereas the Development Corporation appeared to have immediate access
(perhaps closely watched by the regional government office), local authorities often receive their
sums through third parties such as Regional Development Agencies. Also the Arts Council or
for housing purposes the Government’s “pathfinder” bodies may have an involvement. The
increase in bureaucratic procedures and the potential for this to upset or delay the regeneration
process is easily apparent.
The cost of public sector involvement in the regeneration of the Quays has not been published
but it will be massive and well over £100M on Central and East Quayside alone during the
period of operation of the Development Corporation. The public cost of Baltic, Sage, the
Crown Courts and the Millennium Bridge will approach £200M. How much of that would
have been possible in a different political or economic climate? The cost is certainly much more
than originally envisaged. Perhaps if one is too realistic about costs at the outset, one would
never obtain any political approvals!
Just as important for Gateshead Council and previously for the Development Corporation
was their ownership of key sites which enabled them to choose their preferred development
form and use. Gateshead opted eventually for the “cultural” as opposed to commercial form
of development which had been the basis of the strategy of the Development Corporation. It
enabled them to establish a national reputation with high profile buildings. They have become
an equal partner with Newcastle Council which had dominated for so long.
The position of the Local Authority is of course central to the question as to how regeneration
and redevelopment proceeds. There is little doubt that the regeneration of the Newcastle
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Quayside was struggling in the seventies and again in the mid eighties and planning policy
was not working. The formation of the Development Corporation together with the size of its
financial muscle must be seen as critical to the eventual success. One can question whether a
similar quality of regeneration could have been achieved by Newcastle City Council itself.
Perhaps one could only assume Newcastle City Council would have been successful if they
had adopted the single minded, sometimes highly controversial, approach of the Development
Corporation. Whether they could have done so bearing in mind all their other key projects,
many involving difficult housing and related social issues in inner city areas, is debatable.
It needs to be remembered the Development Corporation bent if not broke a number of
planning rules and resisted local politics in making the first significant progress in regeneration.
That points to another important trend within the regeneration business. While the Town
Planning departments led the way in the 60’s and 70’s there has been a change of emphasis.
Now, regeneration specialists from a variety of professions take the lead role. The “planner” has
been given less responsibility as their policies have often been seen as having a negative effect
on regeneration. Long term plans and visions have needed to change to reflect the demands in
the market. The planning profession and the procedures they are required to adopt stifles their
ability to react to the opportunities that often need to be taken quickly to achieve results.
The real problem with regeneration is that the rules and policies often need to be “adjusted”.
That is difficult for a Local Authority. In reality the Quayside regeneration was driven by the
motor car whereas most planning policies have sought to severely restrict its use. The motor car
has been a key feature in most form of modern development over the last 40 years. Consider
all the out of centre shopping centres such as Metro Centre, the retail parks for B& Q, Curry’s,
Tesco, Asda etc.. Hardly any significant commercial property investment outside central
London has been designed without the motor car as a key ingredient.
The probability is that a scheme such as the “Farrell” scheme for East Quayside would not get
planning permission today owing to the amount of parking. It is as much as eight times the
desired amount using current planning policy standards. Given that the motor car has been
a critical part of property markets for the last 40 years it can be assumed that any significant
change in use in the future (more likely changed by economics rather than politics) will really
alter the next generation of the built environment.
The other major problem for politicians is that regeneration takes time. In the case of the
Quayside it has been more than 45 years. Major individual schemes such as the Crown Courts
and Baltic took 10 years. AMEC were involved with East Quayside from 1992 till 2000 yet
only built around 20,000m2 of new offices, an hotel and some bars and restaurants. Politicians
seem to require a much shorter time frame than that needed for planning and implementation.
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But no amount of political will, money, master planning or market realism ensures
regeneration success unless the new environment is attractive and used by the public at
large. The public realm works of the Development Corporation are a quality feature of the
Quayside. The Millennium Bridge surpassed expectations, not just its design but on the link it
provided between the respective local authorities which was unthinkable a few years earlier.
Of course it provides the perfect circuit with the Swing Bridge for visitors and tourists as well
as for such as the Great North running events.
Architecture and architects have played an important part in the regeneration. Striking and
innovative design as illustrated by the Crown Courts, Sage, Baltic and St Ann’s Wharf when
linked to the listed buildings of Central Quayside and of course the iconic bridges of the Tyne
has been a major boost to prospects. While the Quayside has had to compete against the out
of town business parks, one suspects the “wow” factor of the Quays will last long after the
functional but soulless business parks struggle to survive their lack of architectural quality.
But regeneration schemes also have to be functional to the user in order to attract them in the
first place.
Quality of design is not just a question of the architect or the demands of those charged with
granting planning permission. The nature of the market for the proposed building is just as
important. Perhaps the best quality is delivered when the developer has to offer something
special to the user. Conversely when the market supply is restricted and demand strong, as was
the case with office development in 1972/5 and 1986/1990 and residential development for as
long as anyone can remember, the quality is often poor.
Newcastle Gateshead Quays can perhaps be compared with The Rockefeller Centre in New
York for the simple reason that most tourists will visit each location if they are in either city.
The Rockefeller Centre is successful in property terms as a result of location but also quality
in design both external and internal. The incorporation of the public space in the centre of
that scheme ensures a continual attraction. Surrounded by the flags of different countries the
central square provides a meeting place for every tourist to New York. The development creates
a “place”. It is more than an office scheme. It incorporates retail and leisure activities that trade
well from the enormous number of local people that use the buildings but also tourists that
simply visit the location. Newcastle Gateshead Quays is also a destination for more people
than simply use the buildings and is successful because of that reality.
The effect of the Quays success has spread out not just to areas to the rear of the Quays but
to regional level. The public cost, massive though it has been, can no doubt be justified but
probably only because of the regional impact created. That bodes ill for those politicians in
small towns with expensive proposals where the impact of their scheme on a regional level is
likely to be much more limited.
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After some 45 years of effort the Quays are a success. Different organizations and different
politics have all contributed to ever changing visions while economics have dictated the
pace and much else besides. Who could argue investment in basic infrastructure, such as the
interceptor sewer which stopped sewerage discharging directly into the river, was not highly
significant even if easily forgotten? Markets have worked but if a more laissez faire approach
had been adopted the Quays would have been a different and probably less successful place.
Success has required the authorities to provide incentive funding at the right level when
the economic cycle was at a low point but also as a regulator to be involved in the process
to contain the excesses that the private sector alone is prone to produce during booming
economic conditions. The authorities have needed to understand and work with those
matters but it is perhaps creating the balance between the two that is THE difficult issue in
regeneration.
As to the future, it is highly likely that a forecast for the future of the Quayside in the next
10 to 20 years is likely to be wrong just as forecasts made 40, 30, 20 and even 10 years ago
have all been inadequate in so far as the detail is concerned. Such a forecast requires knowledge
of the future market for the existing and additional new buildings. That will alter no doubt as
economic and social pressures also change.
So the key to success in the future is similar to that in the past. That success is based on taking
opportunities as they arise, within the economic cycle, acting entrepreurially to satisfy market
user demands inside an accessible environment which is attractive to the public. Long and
even short term visions only became realised when they were sufficiently flexible to adapt to
the economic and market circumstances at the time.
The success in physical terms of the rebirth of Newcastle Gateshead Quays is undoubted and
a simple look over the last 10 years makes regeneration sound easy! The reality is different.
However it is in socio economic terms that it will be judged. As Winston Churchill is quoted,
“We make our buildings and afterwards they make us. They regulate the course of our lives”.
The Newcastle Gateshead Quays has ultimately to be seen in that context.
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THE REGENERATION OF
NEWCASTLE / GATESHEAD QUAYS
“I recommend all those in the planning and property sector, and
especially those who want to know more about how the fabric of a
city gets produced, to read his account.”
Patsy Healey
Professor Emeritus, Newcastle University

This “biography” looks at the history and the eventual success of the
rebirth of Newcastle Gateshead Quays but also reports on some failures
and significant changes in strategy along what has been a difficult and often
controversial path to the current position. The process was however complex
with a vast array of economic, social and political issues involving many
different individuals and organizations over a long time period.
Politicians, public servants, businesses, architects, planners, developers and
members of the public, all of whom are involved in one way or another, will
see matters from their own different perspective. The author looks at the
matter from a built environment, property and economic viewpoint based on
his involvement in various aspects of the regeneration over the last 40 years.
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